
Job Description: Elementary Teacher

Join Our Visionary Team:
We seek an innovative, enthusiastic Elementary Teacher to join St. Stephen’s Episcopal Day
School in Miami. This role is perfect for someone who is deeply passionate about shaping young
minds and embracing a growth mindset. Our ideal candidate is a progressive thinker eager to
engage students in a nurturing yet intellectually stimulating environment.

Your Role:
● Craft & Deliver Innovative Lessons: Plan and execute standards-based, engaging

instruction that captivates and motivates elementary learners with grade-level partners.
● Collaborate & Innovate: Work alongside a team of dedicated educators to weave an

exciting curriculum incorporating cutting-edge, evidence-based teaching methods.
● Data-Driven Instruction: Utilize assessment data to tailor instruction, ensuring it meets the

diverse needs and maximizes the potential of each student.
● Meet Diverse Needs: Adopt various instructional strategies to cater to the unique learning

styles of each student, fostering an inclusive classroom culture.
● Engage the Community: Maintain open lines of communication with families, encouraging

their active involvement in the educational journey.

We Need You To Have:
● A Bachelor's degree in Elementary Education; Master's preferred.
● A solid foundation in standards-based curriculum and modern teaching practices.
● A proven track record of inspiring and making a difference in the lives of elementary-aged

students.
● Excellent teamwork skills, with a flair for building strong relationships.
● A passion for lifelong learning and a commitment to fostering educational excellence.

Why Join Us?
Our school is a beacon of innovation and compassion, offering a competitive salary,
comprehensive benefits (health insurance, retirement plans), and plentiful professional growth
opportunities. We are committed to a supportive, inclusive atmosphere where your career can
flourish.

Ready to make a significant impact in a forward-thinking educational setting? Please apply now to
become a cornerstone of our dynamic learning community, where every day is a chance to inspire
and be inspired.


